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– the National Transport Computerization Project. We have tried
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to the wide cross section of stakeholders of the project, but we will
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Dr YK Sharma
Director General
National Informatics Centre

Being the nodal ICT agency of the Government of India, the National Informatics Centre (NIC) has
been at the forefront of the ICT revolution that has swept across the Country in the last four decades,
and I have no hesitation in stating that the National Transport Computerization Project has been one
of our most successful endeavours. Having said that, I have to qualify the statement by saying that
the project is a prime example of how different government agencies at all levels have acquired the
capability to work in tandem not only amongst themselves but also with the private sector to deliver
citizen-centric services.
We have all come a long way since NIC set up the first terrestrial computer network for the Ninth
Asian Games in Delhi in 1982 and then went on to interconnect the entire Government hierarchy
down to the district level by establishing the NICNET. Today we have the powerful National Knowledge Network (NKN) riding on NICNET.
There has been a gradual change in focus throughout the years. Initially the emphasis of ICT, or IT
as it was known then, was on enabling the Government. Now, after that has been achieved to a large
extent, the essence is to deliver Government-to-Citizen services, and ICT-enable the citizen. The
National Transport Computerization Project is the practical manifestation of the culmination of this
trend in the very crucial and important Transport Sector.
Each project enriches the experience of NIC by expanding its knowledge base in all phases of
project development and implementation. So has the National Transport Computerization Project.
Parivahan NextMile will seek to disseminate this knowledge and experience amongst all those who
are associated with the Project, including the citizen.
I wish it all success in its endeavour.

Dr YK Sharma
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Dr Mahesh Chandra
Deputy Director General
National Informatics Centre

Yet another Milestone
An ICT project of the scale of the National Transport Computerization Project passes through
several phases in its implementation or rollout. Some of these are theoretically pegged milestones
common to all such projects such as development of software and infrastructure, customisation of
software, training and finally the actual commissioning or operation. Besides these, however, each
project achieves its own unique milestones – some of these specified during the project planning
stage itself while others crystallize as the project implementation takes shape and new feedback
opportunities present themselves.
The National Transport Computerization Project has also come through a series of such milestones
starting with the implementation of the basic modules of Vahan and Sarathi and thereafter adding
value with provision of subsequent services and facilities, though the individual timelines may well
have been overlapping or even not in sequence. The implementation of Vahan and Sarathi in more
than 99 per cent of the Regional Transport Offices (RTOs) and District Transport Offices (DTOs) in
the Country can be acknowledged as the primary and the first milestone that has been achieved. In
its footsteps followed the linking up of the RTOs and DTOs leading to the establishment of the State
Registers (SRs) and the National Register (NR) which in turn made possible the SR-NR web
services. But parallel to these defined milestones, there were others such as the lunching of Online
National Permit in September 2010 and the implementation of the sub-modules of Vahan and
Sarathi in the states. Thus, while some states took up computerizing the Learners’ License test and
implementing what is known as the Sarathi Stalls; others went ahead with computerization of the
process of issue of state permits, and still others ventured into the arena of Enforcement bringing in
automation in the processes of issue of challans and settlement of penalty amount.
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Innovations such the Any-Counter-Any-Service facility and the extension of Vahan and Sarathi
access points to road check posts have contributed in their own ways to the overall effort.
In between all that has been happening, and happening at a pace faster than envisaged, there have
been junctures between the milestones when it was required to take stock of things, to look ahead
and plan for the future. These were the points when new requirements were assessed, and
appropriate ICT tools to meet them were designed and crafted. This had to be done in close
consultation with every organization involved – the Ministry, NIC, the State Governments and their
respective Transport Departments and still other departments such as law enforcement and security
that could use the data and the services to their advantage.
At present the Project is all poised to venture into new areas of work and life as more and more users
are being provided access to the SRs and the NR to avail services such as SMS alerts, online
application submission and online payment of fees and taxes. When we take stock of the situation
today, one important requirement stands out above all others – the need to make project news,
information, updates and plans available to all stakeholders – the need for everybody involved to
look beyond his or her own level or domain and break free of being the proverbial frog in the well.
The NIC Project Co-ordinators and teams at the state level need to know what is happening in the
other states and what is being planned for at the technology front; the State Governments and the
people working in the RTOs and DTOs have to know what their counterparts are doing in the other
states and what is being made possible for better and more effective governance, and most important
of all the private citizen – those who come to get their work done at the RTOs/DTOs – have to
know about all the services and facilities that application of ICT has made possible for them.
Whether they have to come to the RTO/DTO at all or can get their work done sitting at home.
The idea behind this newsletter – Parivahan NextMile – is to keep every body informed of not only
of the far-reaching changes that are being brought about by the National Transport Computerization
Project but also of what is being planned for so that they are in a position to react and participate and
to contribute meaningfully to what is being acknowledged as a noteworthy success story of ICT
initiatives in e-Governance in India.

Dr. Mahesh Chandra
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Kerala: Sets the Pace
From our Kerala Correspondent Asir Edwin M

In Kerala, complete computerization of the Kerala Motor Vehicles Department (KMVD) has
been achieved in all Regional Transport Offices (RTOs), Sub Regional Transport Offices
(SRTOs), Checkposts and offices of the State Transport Authority. Computerization of the
Department has tremendously reduced time and cost of delivery and improved the quality
of services for citizens. ICT initiatives of the Department have immensely improved the
working ambience and environment of the employees. Revenue collection has increased
and the Motor Vehicles Department is one amongst the top revenue-earning
departments of the Government of Kerala.

Vision


Whenever



Whatever



Wherever

Objectives








Better Service to citizens
Better working ambience to
employees
Better records maintenance
Quick access to information
Security
Sustainability
National Database
interoperability

Project Background
Computerization activities of the
Department to provide better and
quality services to the citizens
started in 2001. The entire range
of activities in RTO Thiruvananthapuram was computerized in
2002-2003. Funds provided by
the Kerala State Government
were used for the purpose. This
was followed by the computerization of RTO Ernakulam in 2004,
using e-governance funds from
the Government of India. After
these pilot implementations, the
computerization process was
replicated across all other trans-

port offices in the State on BOMT
basis during 2004-2006. The
project was named FAST – Fully
Automated Services in the
Transport Department. During
the period 2007-2008, all the
nineteen check posts and Office
of the State Transport Authority
were also fully computerized.
From 2007, initiatives to enable
citizen
services
(e-Services,
m-Services, e-Payment etc.)
were started and successfully
implemented within a short time
span.
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At present, All RTOs/ SRTOs
and STA are connected to the
SDC (State Data Centre) through
KSWAN (Kerala State Wide Area
Network).

Bi-directional

data

transfers take place every 10
minutes between RTO / SRTO
and the State Consolidated Reg-

Integration with FRIENDS and
FREES (utility payment systems
in Kerala), eServices through
AKSHAYA Centers (Community
Service Centres of Kerala), Intelligent Enforcement Automation
and Dash Board, etc., are also
the key achievements of the Department.

ister (SCR). During the same
time interval, the data is pushed
to the State Register (SR) and
National Register (NR). Twentyfive different types of e-Services
have been enabled through the
department portal:
http://www.keralamvd.gov.in
SMS services, online application
submission with e-Payment facility, etc., have also been activated
for the public from the SCR.
e-Services from the National
Portal of Vahan and Sarathi
(https://vahan.nic.in and https://
sarathi.nic.in) have also been
enabled in the State.

RTO Ernakulam

Project Status
Two phases of the computerization activities have been completed and the Department is
now moving ahead for the completion of the Third Phase:

PHASE I (2001-2008):
In the first phase, all the RTOs,
SRTOs, Checkposts and the
STA were fully computerized
using the Client-Server application.
o Computerization of
SRTOs (2001-2006):

RTOs/

All RTO services such as Vehicle Registration, Driving License and Vehicle Permit issue, Vehicle Tax payment,
etc., were computerized, and
all 65 RT and SRT Offices under the Department are now
functioning smoothly. All backlog data in all offices were digitized and made available to
the system. More than 200 different software modules were
developed to provide the best
of services to the public.

computerized for the providing
services such as All India
Tourist Taxi Permit, EV Permit
Tax, Bilateral Tax, etc.
o SMART
2008):

Checkpost

(2007-

With the help of the Check
Post application, all checkpostbased services for checking
various permits of vehicles
crossing checkposts, maintaining Vehicle Movement Register, other state vehicle tax collection, etc., were fully automated. All the 19 border
checkposts were also fully
computerized and are functioning effectively.
o Any-Counter-Any-Service
(2008):
With the implementation of this
application system, the public
can now approach any counter
in the office for availing any
service. This system ensures
more efficient and satisfactory
service to the public by avoiding unnecessary procedures
and undue delay in processing
applications.

o SMART Touch (2004-2006):
All the RT and SRT offices are
equipped with touch screen
kiosk, and the software application SMART Touch has
been installed in all the offices
for providing information services to the public.

RTO Thiruvananthapuram

o SMART STA (2007-2008):
Services from the office of the
State Transport Authority were

Touch Screen Kiosk in RTOs

PHASE II (2007-2012):
In the second phase, the Department was successful in building up a central data base and
delivering various e-Services
from the central database:
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KSWAN (2008-2009):
KSWAN (Kerala State Wide
Area Network) connectivity between all the offices and the
data center was established in
all offices of KMVD.
o Centralization of data for
SCR (2007-2009):
The in-house developed ETL
tool SMART Sync was used for
data consolidation and replication of data at a regular interval
from the all the field offices to
the central server for SCR and
SR.
o SMART e-Transport (20092012):
Internet-based citizen services
have been enabled through the
department portal - http://
www.keralamvd.gov.in Citizens can now submit online
applications for 24 MVD services through the MVD portal.
Vehicle dealers and driving
schools can also submit applications for new vehicle registrations and new driving licenses through their login privileges. More than 50 lakh online
applications
have
been
processed so far. Information
services like details of vehicles
and driving licenses, Learners
License Mock Tests, File Status, etc. are also available in
the portal.

o m-Services (2010):
Messages in specific formats
can be sent to the number
537252 for availing information
services
through
mobile
phones. More than 6 lakh SMS
requests have been processed
so far.
o Data to State Register and
National Register (2010):
Data is being replicated to the
NIC Data Centre for the Sate
Register and National Register
and various G2C/G2E services
such as National Permit Service and e-Payment, Other
State Vehicle search, NOC
search, etc. through Vahan
and
Sarathi
portals
https://vahan.nic.in
and
https://sarathi.nic.in
Kerala is one of the first states
which could port 67 lakh vehicle details and 68 lakh driving license details to the National Register by the end of
2010.
o Fast Track Services (2010):
A new innovative venture of
the department called FAST
TRACK facility was implemented to provide instant services to citizens through a single visit to the offices.

o STQC Certification for Software & Hardware (2011):
As part of e-payment enablement, STQC certification has
been obtained from the Directorate of STQC for the eTransport software application
and the servers.
o Intelligent Enforcement
Automation (2011):
Intelligent Enforcement Automation System was enabled
for enhancing road safety and
for detecting and sending
‘Charge Memo’ to the traffic
rule violators using surveillance cameras installed at traffic junctions. The system is
connected to the SCR through
web service to automatically
print vehicle owner’s address
in the charge memo. The
amount fined can be paid in
any RTO or through epayment.
o Services through CSCs like
Akshaya (2011):
e-Services of the Department
have been enabled through
Akshay Centers. Through this
facility, citizen can approach
the nearest Akshaya Centre
to submit their e-Application in
the MVD web portal for road

Necessary facility has been
provided in the website for
employees to login and retrieve various statistical reports
in the sub offices. Web-based
modules for certain services
like compliant redressing, All
India Tourist Taxi (AITT) Permit application processing,
etc., have also been enabled
through this intranet-based
application.
Transport Commissioner, Kerala receiving the CSI award along with IT
Secretary Kerala & NIC Transport Team
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Transport related services.
This ensures that the common
man can avail MVD e-services
easily.
o E-payment (2011-2012):
e-Payment facility for 24 services has been enabled by the
Department. By using the
e-payment system, citizens
can remit their fees, taxes,
cess and fines for road transport related services electronically.

PHASE III:
The Department aims to achieve
the following in the third phase:
o Eliminate duplicate Records &
Maintain Single data for RC &
DL by 2013.
o Web-based Vahan and Sarathi
by 2013.
o Automated Driving Testing
Track - Pilot project by 2013.
o Automated Vehicle Testing
Station Pilot project by 2013.
o Digitally signed applications
and digitally signed certificate
by 2013.

o Conference rooms for regular
meeting on ICT progress.

o Security Policy for User Management

o Exclusive ICT Support team
(SSG) for monitoring the
present ICT activities and for
leading new ICT initiatives of
the department.

o Audit Trial data maintenance
policy

o Hired service providers for
System Maintenance and IT
support.

o Disaster Recovery (DR) Policy

o Hardware:
All the RTOs / SRTOs / STA /
Checkposts are equipped with
primary and backup Servers.
Six high-end servers are collocated in the State Data Centre
(SDC) for SCR and SCRbased services and another
four servers are being used in
the NIC Data centre for SR,
NR data replication and services from SR and NR.

o Master
policy

Other Innovations
Various modules for effectiveness and business continuity
have been implemented in the
Department.

o
o

Infrastructure
The entire computerization initiative in Kerala is backed by adequate
state-of-the-art
infrastructure which includes:

o
o

Dash board services for data
analysis.
Linking of dispatches with
Speed Post Delivery.
Complaint Redressal System.
Data sharing with other
Enforcement Departments
such as Police, Excise,
Customs, etc.

o Training Centre:
The Department has a training
centre and training programmes are organized for
master trainers for new version
releases. Regular training programmmes are conducted by
Master Trainers for the Department staff. Stake holders
like Vehicle dealers and driving
school owners are also given
training on e-applications and
e-Payment.

Best Practice and
Policies
Following security policies and
office disciplines are being strictly
implemented in all the offices:
o Security policy for Database
Server Authorization
o Security Policy for Version
Control and Application Registration
o Security Policy
Management

for

Server

o Data Manipulation
policy

Control

o Backup Policy
o Network Monitoring Policy
o Antivirus policy
code

maintenance

o Roles and Responsibilities in
all level of users.

Awards and
Recognitions
 The Intelligent Enforcement
Automation System has won
the e-World Jury Choice
Awards for the Best Initiative
for Use of ICT in Public Safety, Security and Disaster
Management category for the
year 2012.
 SRTO Pattambi Department
received the ISO 9001:2008
Certification for the period
2011-2014.
 The Kerala Motor Vehicles
Department bagged the CSI
Nihilent e-Governance Award for the Best e-governed
Department for the year 2008.
 The Skotch Microsoft Award
was bagged for computerization activities of Kerala Regional Transport offices for the
year 2006.
 On January 5, 2013, as a harbinger of more good things to
come, the Skoch Group conferred its 'Highest Independent Honour in India' the
Financial 2013 Inclusion
Award for ICT-based Innovation to the National Informatics Centre for the Check
Post Solution of Vahan.
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Chief Minister Shri Oommen Chandy inaugurating the
Intelligent Enforcement Automation System

Minister for Transport Shri. Aryadan Mohammed
inaugurating the e-Payment System
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Mizoram: Query & Alert based SMS Service
From our Mizoram Correspondent C Lalmuanawmi and Sandip Pramanik

As the Transport Computerization Project became more and more established in the States and
Union Territories of the Country, people started looking at what value additions could be made to
offer more facilities and services to the citizen through the software system. The state of Mizoram in
the Northeast came up with the innovative Query and Alert-based SMS Service for the Mizoram
Transport Department. The service gained recognition of the Grand Jury as an award winner for
the e-North East Award 2012 for e-Governance and Public Service Delivery. It was like the
proverbial icing on the cake. We present a profile of the SMS service from Mizoram

Nature of Service
Query and Alert-based SMS Service for the Mizoram Transport is
a citizen-centric SMS service
which provides:
1) 24x7 Government-to-Citizen
(G2C) and

AM a Java scheduler generates a
list of all vehicles whose Road
Tax or Fitness or both are to
expire after 7 days. Subsequently, another JAVA scheduler
sends SMSes to the cell phones
of all the identified vehicle owners
one by one automatically starting
at 11 AM. SMSes are also sent
to the cell phones of owners of
vehicles for which the period for
Road Tax or Fitness have already expired. The SMSes also
tell them till when they would be
able to pay the taxes or fees
without penalty.

G2C Services

Citizens can send a query to
know the expiry date for Road
Tax or Fitness fees by sending
an SMS to the specified number
(9212357123) in a specified
format. The system instantly reverts back with an SMS giving
only the date.

The system automatically sends
SMS Alerts to the cell phones of
owners 7 days before the expiry
date of the Road Tax or Fitness
of the vehicle. Every day at 10

In case the SMS is sent from an
authorized cell number of a Transport Official, Police personnel,
Enforcement Agency personnel,
etc., the system reverts back by

2) Citizen-to-Government
services

(C2G)

sending an SMS containing full
information
including
Owner
Name, Address, Vehicle type,
Tax, Insurance etc.
Sample Format:
VAHAN<space>MZ<space>TAX/
FIT<vehicle no>
Example:
VAHAN MZ TAX MZ01H1142
(TAX expire date)

VAHAN

MZ

FIT

MZ01H1142

(FITNESS expire date)
[Note: All Letters are Case Insensitive]

System Overview of
SMS Query Application
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Technical description
of the application
The SMS service has been developed using Java, Servlet, JSP,
jQuery, Ajax and PostgreSQL 8.4
database. Red Hat Enterprise
Linux (RHEL) 5.4 is being used
as the operating system and
around 600 GB space of Storage
Area Network (SAN) server is
being used for table space allocation of PostgreSQL database.
This service is hosted in the NIC
Mizoram State Data Centre in a
HP Proliant server which is used
to provide 24x7 services. It uses
the NIC SMS gateway which is
located at NIC HQ Delhi in a
highly secure, scalable and reliable environment.
There is a 2 Gbps bandwidth
connectivity between NIC Delhi
and NIC Mizoram, and since it is
a Java Servlet-based SMS service, it is platform independent.
Secure Shell Layer (SSL) and
Digital
Signature
Certificate
(DSC) have been installed in the
Linux Server. All these make the
system fast, scalable, reliable
and secure.

to SR replication through the
Oracle Data Integrator (Refer
Technology Drive Section of current issue).
Whenever a citizen sends an
SMS to the message centre
number (9212357123) in the
proper format, it reaches the NIC
SMS gateway. The Gateway
sends this information to the
State Register in NIC Mizoram
with the sender’s number. After
parsing of the content by the
SMS service, it generates the
message content and replies
back to the NIC SMS gateway
with the sender’s mobile number,
which in turn is directed to the
mobile number.

Quantitative and
Qualitative Impact
Because of the hilly terrain of
Mizoram, access to internet connectivity is very difficult for the
common people who stay in
remote places. Sometimes connectivity is a big issue in city
areas also.
Under the circumstances, the
SMS Alert service not only makes
information access possible for
the citizen of Mizoram but also
eliminates arduous journeys to
RTOs with long queues and waiting time.

Awards & Recognitions
The Deliverables
North East Award 2012:
1)

Citizens receive the required
information on their vehicles
simply by sending an SMS
independent of internet connectivity and without having to
go to the respective Regional
Transport Offices (RTOs).

2)

Authorized users (Traffic
police, enforcement agency,
etc.) get full details of specified vehicles and owners on
the spot by sending SMS
from authenticated mobile
numbers, which is very helpful in cases of criminal or
enforcement offences. It also
helps authorized users to
monitor tax defaulters and
others who fail to renew the
fitness of their vehicles.

3)

The service is a potential
money saver for citizens as it
gives pre-information on
vehicle’s Road Tax / Fitness
expiry dates so that they can
avoid being penalized.

This SMS application uses realtime information from the State
Register (SR). The system uses
PostgreSQL database at the SR
level and the NIC SMS gateway
sever which is located at NIC
Delhi.
In case of G2C services, the Alert
SMS service needs to collect the
mobile numbers of vehicle owners at the RTO side through the
VAHAN application. Therefore,
whenever an individual visits any
RTO for some work, the computerized system prompts the person working on the system to
enter the individual’s cell phone
number. All such entries are
directly reflected in the State
Register (SR) at the time of RTO

::

The Query and Alert-based SMS
Service for Mizoram Transport
Department has been given the
Certificate of Recognition in the
Category ‘e-Governance and
Public Service Delivery’ of the
e-Northeast Award 2012.
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Alert SMS Service Flow
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The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MoRTH), the National Informatics Centre
(NIC) and the respective State Transport Departments have worked hand in hand to bring
the National Transport Computerization Project to the stage of practical accomplishment
that it is at today. The end result has been a sea-change in the way the Transport Sector of
the Country functions.
The wheel of time turns ceaselessly towards a better, brighter and more transparent future.
In this inaugural issue of the newsletter we present a medley of all that has been happening
in the last few years in the form of abstracts and collages of news reports and features in
the media across the Country.
The journey started in the year
2000 when Vahan and Sarathi were
conceived in response to the recommendations

of

the

SCOSTA

Committee set up to study how to
define standards for Registration
Certificates (RCs) and Driving Licenses (DLs) on a pan-India level
to ensure interoperability, accuracy
and timely availability of information. Vahan and Sarathi envisaged
capturing

the

functionalities

as

mandated by the Central Motor

The first commissioning of Vahan at DTO East Khasi Hills (Shillong)
in Meghalaya on April 15, 2002

Vehicle Act 1988 as well as the state motor vehicle rules with necessary customization in the core product to
suit the requirements of all states and union territories. This would be accomplished by computerizing almost
the entire work flow in transport offices
all over the Country.

Implementation of Vahan
and Sarathi
Picturesque Shillong (East Khasi Hills
District) in the north-eastern state of
Meghalaya was the first District Transport Office (DTO) to operate Vahan on
April 15, 2002. Sarathi was first commissioned in Kaithal district of Haryana

Inauguration of issue of smart card at DTO Kamrup in Assam
on February 3, 2009

in the same year. Vahan and Sarathi
have at present been commissioned in
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Commissioned in more than 99%
of the Country’s Regional Transport

Offices

(RTOs)/

District

The
going was tough but everybody chipped in. The implementation process involved a
variety of tasks starting from
imparting training to the
State Transport Department
personnel, customization of
the software for each and
every state according to specific state requirements, installation of hardware and
network connectivity, issue of
smart cards and setting up of
Learners’ License Stalls for
Sarathi.
Transport Offices (DTOs).

Online National Permit
Announcing the facility of online payment of taxes in Uttar Pradesh
The approach was not to do
everything all at once but take

National Permit web application

Punjab was the first state to

things one at a time. Once the

following the principle of ‘One

implement the Online National

basic modules of Vahan and

Country

Sarathi were in place, the Online

launched in 2010.

One

Permit’

was

Permit.
Meanwhile,

many

states

had

already taken the initiative to enable online transactions be it in
terms of money or information.
Uttar

Pradesh

started

online

payment of taxes for commercial
vehicles along with many other
states as reported in the Lucknow
edition of a newspaper.

A news report in the Patiala edition of the Times of India
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A news report comments on the potential of detecting fake driving licenses through the state registers and the
National Register

The State Registers &
the National Registers
All the

while, the turning

wheel of time was moving
towards the next milestone –
the State Registers (SRs) and
the National Register (NR).
True to the mandate given by
the SCOSTA Committee during the stages of project conceptualization, the SRs and
NR successfully inter-linked
all transport offices and col-

bad Data Centre. Its architecture has been designed
for high availability, reliability and scalability. It also
acts as a database backup
for the state registers, and
is connected through the
high bandwidth NIC network, the NICNET, which
supports all real-time replication from the state registers to the National Register.

lated district and state data at

The Union Minister for Road

the national level. The Na-

Transport & Highways inau-

tional Register has been es-

gurated the SRs and NR in

tablished at the NIC Hydera-

Delhi on July 20, 2011.

A Times of India July 25, 2011 report on
impact of SRs and NR could have on driving
behaviour
A news report lays emphasis on the NR as a way to track stolen vehicles
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The Punjab Kesari rounds it off with a detailed news feature

Congratulating MoRTH and

Portal. These developments

wide ranging and the media

NIC

momentous

together opened up many

was quick to catch on in Delhi

achievement, he expressed

more new avenues for deli-

and in all the states. The

the hope that the SRs and the

very of Government-to-Citizen

many media reports bear tes-

NR would be utilized to pro-

(G2C),

timony to the fact.

vide

Business (G2B) and Govern-

on

the

transparent

citizen-

Government-to-

centric services. He would not

ment-to-Government

be disappointed.

services. Citizens and gov-

Once the State and National
Registers were in place, the
emphasis was on providing
services and facilities both to
the Citizen and the Government. To be able to do so,
NIC has designed and developed the National Transport

ernment officials

(G2G)

could

be

provided direct access to vehicle and owner details depending on their level of authorization. It was also the
harbinger of the era of online

While the Delhi edition of the
Times of India focussed on
the National Register being
able to detect fake licenses
and

stolen

vehicles,

the

Chennai edition of the same
newspaper commented on the
effect it would have on driving
behaviour on the roads.

transaction be it in terms of
money or in terms of information. The impact would be
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Dr Mahesh Chandra, DDG NIC and NIC National Head for the National Transport Computerization Project, receiving the Skoch Financial 2013 Inclusion Award for ICT-based Innovation to the
National Informatics Centre for the Check Post Solution of Vahan

What is in a Name?
A news feature in Punjab Kesari summed it all up with the
slogan-like

headline

which

declared – Sarathi and Vahan
have changed the Transport
Department Work-place. The
feature goes on to say how
the names Sarathi and Vahan
were christened after Lord Sri
Krishna and his chariot, and

and awards at all levels, notable amongst which are the
Skoch
Award

Challenger
and

CSI

2010
Nihilent

e-Governance Award, 200708 for best e-Government
Department to the Kerala Motor Vehicles Department. The
CSI

Nihilent

Award

again

e-Governance
came

the

Project’s way in 2010-11.

Setting an Example for
Kenya
In what could be viewed as
ultimate recognition, a team
from Kenya, comprising officials from the Ministry of
Transport, Police and Revenue, visited the Punjab to
study e-Governance initiatives
in the Transport Sector in India. The team, led by Mr.
Francis Meja (Registrar of Mo-

how the significance behind

On January 5, 2013, as a

the names has borne the

harbinger of more good things

project towards success from

to come, the Skoch Group

similar system could be im-

one milestone to another.

conferred its 'Highest Inde-

plemented in Kenya.

pendent Honour in India'

Thereafter, the Kenyan team

the Financial 2013 Inclusion

also visited NIC New Delhi

Award for ICT-based Inno-

where they had detailed dis-

vation to the National In-

cussions with Deputy Director

formatics

the

General Dr. Mahesh Chandra

Check Post Solution of Va-

on the technical, functional

han.

and implementation aspects

Earning Laurels and
Appreciation
The effectiveness of the National

Transport

Computer-

ization Project has not gone
unnoticed. It has earned many
certificates

of

appreciation

Centre

for

tor Vehicles, Kenya) felt that

of the Project.
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On the Roll
In Andaman and Nicobar Islands, the MOU for Smart Cards for Driving Licenses has been signed between NICSI and Department of Transport, Andaman and Nicobar Administration recently and the LOI has
been issued to the empanelled agency. Issue of smart cards for Driving License is targeted to go live by
the end of January 2013.
In Assam, state permit computerization has been started from November 2012. The state permit module of
Vahan has already been implemented in three District Transport Offices (DTOs) and the rest of the 23
DTOs are planned to be covered by January 2013.
In Bihar, Computerised On-line Testing for Learner’s License using the STALL Module of Sarathi is to be
implemented in the first week of January 2013 in the Patna DTO as a pilot project, and is planned to be
rolled out in all other districts by March 2013
In Chandigarh new Customized Vehicle Enforcement Software was implemented on October 1, 2012 at
the State Transport Authority, Chandigarh to automate the complete process of enforcement.
Touch Screen-based "Choice Registration Number Availability System" was installed at the RLA Office,
Chandigarh on October 31, 2012 to provide the facility to check availability of Choice Registration Number
and the corresponding charges to be paid.
In Chhattisgarh smart card-based DL and RC are being issued since May 2012. The Sarathi City Centre
with all comforts for the public has been established in the office of the Transport Commissioner exclusively
for issue of LL and DL.
In Jharkhand, preparation for online payment of road taxes is at an advanced stage, and implementation
is planned by January 2013.
In Manipur, the State Government has selected Vahan as the application for Final Acceptance Testing
(FAT) of the newly set up Manipur State Data Centre (MSDC).
The Vahan database for Imphal West DTO is now hosted at MSDC and the other DTOs are to follow suit
soon.
In Mizoram, the smart card based DL&RC and Enforcement Module (Vahan and Sarathi) have already
been implemented in a DTO from May 2012 and November 2011 respectively, and the rest of the 7 DTOs
are planned to be covered by March 2013. State permit computerization has been started from April 2012
in all the 8 DTOs.
In Tripura Handheld Terminal for checking Driving License details and further imposing enforcement by
the Traffic Police to be introduced by January 2013.
In Uttar Pradesh, issue of smart card-based Driving Licence using Sarathi software is planned to be
started in 10 RTOs/ARTOs from the second week of January, 2013. The remaining 63 transport offices will
be covered by May 2013.
MOU for Smart Cards for Driving Licenses has been signed between NICSI and Department of Transport,
Uttar Pradesh recently.
In West Bengal, the Transport Department is in the process of tender for implementation of smart card for
RC and DL in all RTOs.
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ODI – Yahi hai Right Choice for DI
Shri. Nagaraj Kulkarni, Technical Director. NIC and a core member of the
Data Interface team working for the Transport Computerization Project, has been working
fairly consistently with Oracle Data Integrator over the last few years.
He has had the practical experience of actually using the product as the backbone for
creating The National Transport Register. He presents his views on how the tool can be
better utilized for data integration.
Oracle Data Integrator (ODI) is

o

Unnecessary temporary stor-

testing verifies whether the entire

an Extract, Transform and Load

age objects were created

ETL process works or not.

(ETL) tool that Oracle acquired

and populated in the data-

The

when it took over Synopsis’s Da-

base.

ta Conductor. Data Integrator is

o

ODI’s

supremacy

when

compared with other major play-

A separate technology was

ers is not only in OMP based ETL

being positioned as being the

required to orchestrate all the

(actually it uses E-LT and make

ETL tool for Business Intelligence

mappings.

further lighter at sources) design

It encouraged multiple deve-

but also many more features:

lopers to work on the ETL

o

(BI) and Data Warehousing (DW)
projects and is part of the Oracle
Fusion Middleware.

o

Capture new and changed

process thereby increasing

data from a heterogeneous

Taking a step back and looking at

the risk of miscommunication

database and targets

the ETL process - Extract data

and mis-aligned interfaces

from source databases, Transform into new form and ultimately
Load into target databases, I feel
that there was a lot of complexity
unnecessarily created by decomposing the process into a number
of program units or mappings.
So much so that this process
created the following problems:
o

o

In-database quality checks

The ODI provides a silver-bullet

for data, firewalls erroneous

solution by virtue of its design

data

based on the One Mapping Pa-

o

Keeps all error handling in

radigm (OPM) - putting all your

one place, defined as data

ETL code into one mapping in

rules, rather than being scat-

order to achieve the goal of en-

tered all over the mappings

capsulating entire ETL routine
into one mapping or program

o

Source data from non-Oracle
databases using native utili-

unit. The OMP just helps to re-

ties

A large amount of processing

lease mapping straight into pro-

time was wasted on the in-

duction. There is no system or

tercommunication of these

integration testing required as

transformed data to, a Web

mappings.

there is only one piece of code.

Service (SOA-enabled ser-

UAT is further bypassed as unit

vice)

o

Capture data from, or publish
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ETL

processes that respond to
data pushed through them
high-volume,

high-perform-

ance batches
o

Event-driven,

trickle-feed

integration processes
A Gartner Report also proves it
(Refer Figure 1).

Figure 2: Gartner ETL Magic Quadrant

Figure 1: Declarative Design
In data integration project which

Other features listed below only

involves

make it a better middleware tool

ledge Modules – wide range

for online data warehousing:

of databases,

heterogeneous

data

sources and targets, the ODI
fares better by its declarative
design. That means that the integrator have to just define what

o

Import / Export for bulk data

o

Versioning/Solutions for Soft-

o

o

Customised / Tuned Know-

Agent Load Balancing / Scheduler

o

Repository Explorer / Meta-

needs to be done and the ODI

ware Life Cycle Manage-

automatically generates the data

ment

data Navigator – easy hand-

Multiple Repositories – sepa-

ling of interfaces by not so

flow. This makes the integrator’s

o

life easy and productive. (Refer

rating Work and Master re-

Figure 2)

pository

good IT-Savvy staff
o

Security/Profiles –Roll based
access to repository.
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Know the Individual

Asir Edwin M
Technical Director, NIC Kerala

Asir Edwin M, our Project Co-ordinator-cum-Correspondent from Kerala hails from
Nagercoil, the District Headquarters of Kanyakumari District of Tamil Nadu. He has done
his Masters in Physics from the Madurai Kamaraj University and his PGDCA from
Bharathidasan University of Trichy. He presently holds the post of Technical Director in
NIC Kerala.
Mr Edwin and his wife make a NIC Couple – his wife J Violet Crysolyte also work
for NIC Kerala as a Senior Systems Analyst. They are blest with a daughter A Beryl Joylin
and a son A Blesswin Samuel both of whom are pursuing BTech degrees at Trivandrum.
Mr Edwin likes working in a team – motivating the team and being motivated by the
team, as he puts it. So does he relish taking fish curry with rice and tapioca.
He holds the Holy Bible close to his heart and enjoys finding the truth from the
‘Word of God’. A man who is dedicated to the Almighty finds dedication in the National
Transport Computerization Project because:
“It gives me the opportunity to work as a team at the state and national level; learn
from the other state coordinators and national leaders; and improve citizen-centric service
through ICT”

Paivahan NextMile salutes Asir Edwin M – the man and his work.
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Now also as Correspondents for Parivahan NextMile
State/UT

Name

Mobile Number

email ID

Andhra Pradesh

B.V. Reddy

9490749834

bvreddy@ap.nic.in

Andaman

K.Narayanan

9531822535/ 03192-232733

sio@and.nic.in

Arunachal Pradesh

Pankaj Kumar Verma

9402275086

verma.pankaj@nic.in

Assam

Bibhujjbal Kumar Bhattacharjya

9954343159

asm-bibhu@nic.in

Bihar

Kanhaiya Pandey

09431800512 / 9431025779

kp@bih.nic.in

Chandigarh

Vivek Verma

9417367744

vivek.verma@nic.in,
vivek

Chhattisgarh

Y.V.S. Rao

09202200776 / 9300681678

yvsrao@nic.in

Dadra & Nagar Haveli

Milind D. Talnikar

9427154131

silvassa@nic.in

Daman and Diu

Utpal Mehta (Daman)

9825 570 507

utpal.mehta@nic.in

Delhi

Deepak Mehra

9810626233

deepakm@nic.in

Goa

Satesh P Redkar

9890846085

satesh.r@nic.in

Gujarat

D.K. Jhala

9428813149

dk.jhala@nic.in

Haryana

Sanjay Sharma

9417850505

s.sanjay@nic.in

Himachal Pradesh

Bhupinder Pathak

9418111012

pathak.b@nic.in

J&K

Rakesh Kumar Gupta

9419206379 / 9419282126

rakesh.gupta@nic.in

Jharkhand

A.K. Das

9470193031

ashokdas@nic.in

Karnataka

V.V. Gowrishankar

9945321743

vv.gowrishankar@nic.in

Kerala

Asir Edwin M.

9446319 944

asir@kerala.nic.in

Lakshadweep

Shahina Beegum K.K.

9497644622

shahina@nic.in

Madhya Pradesh

A.N. Siddiqui / Sanjay Pandey

9893 136 523/ 9893287688

siddiqui.an@nic.in

Maharashtra

Deepak N. Sonar

9422349049

Manipur

L. Premchandra Sharma

9402880054

premchand@nic.in

Meghalaya

Indrani Swer

9436994810

indrani.swer@nic.in

Mizoram

C. Lalmuanawmi

9436153655

mapuii@nic.in

Nagaland

I. Lanusungkum Aier

9436016039

lanu@nic.in

Orissa

Bimal Kanta Panda

9338189476

bk.panda@nic.in

Pondicherry

P. Sridharan

9442210705

sri.pon@nic.in

Punjab

Sarbjeet Singh

9915066410 / 0172-2745462

singh.sarbjeet@nic.in

Rajasthan

P.K. Mittal

9928018279

pk.mittal@nic.in

Sikkim

D.K. Basnett

9434079436

dkbasnet@nic.in

Tamil Nadu

Ramadas L.

9445022233

l.ram@nic.in

Tripura

Chaitali Bhattacharjee

9436454394

chaitali.b@nic.in

Uttar Pradesh

Dr. Y.K. Singh

9415328793

yk.singh@nic.in

Uttaranchal

Dr. S.P. Kulshrestha

9412324781

spk@nic.in

West Bengal

Dr. Tapas Kumar Das

9830049045 / 9433082320

tapas@nic.in

